
A quick warning to anybody attending MFF ‘22 this year.
Ryan is allegedly booked to be there, it is highly

recommended that you stay away from them.

Quick Notes

On November 22, 2022, Ryan has publicly posted a statement confirming that the
allegations are true.

This was only achieved after being confronted for lying to us multiple times about
getting the statement done ASAP. (Here is Ryan admitting to the victim in private that it
was true) Ryan, for some reason, continues to post and retweet shitty memes on

twitter in what’s more than likely an attempt to drown out the thread.

The response in Ryan’s Discord server to the allegations mostly consisted of
moderators admitting they knew about everything and very blatantly just don’t care

about the danger Ryan might pose to people, as this is just ‘cancel culture bullshittery”
to them. One of the members even admitting that they’ve done predatory things

themselves. If you want to hang out with groomers and enablers, this friend group is
perfect for you!

More Important Things to Note

● It has been confirmed by an anonymous source that there is a third victim groomed by
Ryan. Will update as I receive more info.

● On October 7, 2022, Ryan posted an announcement in their Discord server apologizing
for what they did, however, the apology was once again downplaying the situation and
completely leaving out key information from the allegations. They proceeded to use the “I
was younger” excuse again despite leaving out that they sexted a minor when they
were 20 years old. Fuck you Ryan. You know exactly what you are fucking doing.
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Introduction

dangered wolf, real name Ryan Dolan, is a groomer that has made sexual advances
against two fourteen year olds (and allegedly a third one) between the ages of 17 and
20 years old. They have continuously covered up the fact and have straight up lied to all
of their friends and followers in order to save their reputation.

Not that it matters in the grand scheme of things, but to avoid wording confusion while
you’re reading, please note that Ryan will be referred to as they/them in this document.



Hiding of Evidence
● On September 23, 2022, Ryan posted an angry string of tweets regarding people

bringing up the allegations without mentioning the actual full context of the situation.
They proceeded to delete their entire Twitter account. These tweets included
downplaying the situation, victimizing themselves, and showing complete disregard
towards the person they affected.

● A former friend of Ryan’s reached out to confirm that Ryan had been lying to their friend
group and completely leaving out information when discussing the situation in private.

● This same friend also alleged that Ryan was talking about transferring their main Discord
server to somebody else and stepping away from it.

● Ryan has completely blocked both victims, and myself from Telegram, clearing the chats
of proof along the way.

● Ryan has added a filter on their discord server that automatically detects and removes
all of the content on this document. The document link, attached photos, and word
documents containing the information from this document get permanently deleted from
the Discord server via autofilter.

● On October 6, 2022, on a public forum, Ryan claimed that they “temporarily deactivated
due to a transphobe” in response to an inquiry about where their Twitter account went. A
user on the same website replied to the thread with the allegations under Ryan’s name

in which Ryan proceeded to delete the comment and lock the entire thread. (Isn’t it
absolutely mental that Ryan’s only takeaway from this document is that I’m a
“transphobe”? Please note that Ryan deactivated their twitter right after the string of
tweets blaming the victim, which is before I even got involved.)

● As of October 14, 2022, Ryan has still refused to take accountability and tell their
friends the truth. They continue to post in their Discord server like nothing ever
happened.
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Testimonies from victims
In 2019, I got a testimony from both victims affected by Ryan, going into detail about their actions.





Case #1: A 14 year old
In case #1, Ryan begins cringeworthy flirting towards the minor, asking for sexual images and making jokes about the
minor’s cock being in his ass via a Cards Against Humanity game. This later spiraled into Ryan asking the minor for
very specific imagery of the minor doing things with their foreskin, as shown in the testimony below this.



The Bullshit Apology
Ryan eventually publicly apologized to the victim, acknowledging what they did was wrong whilst downplaying it and
victimizing themselves to attempt to repel consequences. However, three months after admitting what they did and
apologizing, Ryan went on to tweet out at somebody that the allegations were completely false and made up,
showing complete disregard and malice towards the person they admitted they affected.



Case #2: Another 14 year old
In this case, Ryan targets another 14 year old, doing the same shit they did with the first victim.
Ryan proceeded to manipulate this minor and lead them on.

Below are screenshots of 18 year old Ryan apologizing to the victim for leading them on and
confessing they still have feelings for them. They also admit to leading on the first victim.



June 2019 Telegram Confrontation
In June 2019, I personally reached out to Ryan myself to confront them about these actions. Ryan proceeded to
downplay everything, apologize, and continue to use the “I was 17” excuse, despite one of the cases, they were over
18 and continued to groom the child until they turned 20. Keep reading for more context. Below is just the
confrontation I had personally with Ryan.





20 y/o Ryan sexts a 16 year old

After I confronted Ryan, I figured they had common sense to step away and rethink their actions, but only two months
later, at the age of 20 years old, they DMed the second victim again and confessed that they still had a crush on
them. They proceed to continually ask the minor how old they were, in which the minor replied with 16. Ryan tells the
minor that they are 19, going on 20, but after some research and date-matching, Ryan was discovered to have lied
about this. They were 20 years old in these screenshots. I have put screenshots below to prove the age.

Ryan proceeded to sext this minor, talking about how they want to “lewd” them, talked about how the minor
“made their dick excited”, mentioned how they were in the mood to fap, and talked about doing oral and anal
with the minor.

The “I was 17” excuse is not going to fly anymore, Ryan. Deleting and blocking your Telegram is not going to get rid
of this.

Ryan’s Actual Birthday, as found on a website.

Ryan confirming their birthday on a Discord chat.





The “Please don’t let it be what I think it is”  is implying that Victim #2 thought Ryan was suggesting they wanted him
to do the same thing they asked of Victim #1. Although this cannot be proven, it seems very likely.



Pedo Enabling Moderators
I reached out to the moderators of Ryan’s server with no ill intent trying to discuss their actions,
only to be immediately banned and refused any sort of discussion. One can only assume these
moderators do not care about the severity of Ryan’s actions. The discord server currently has
multiple minors in it, even some with the special “Friends” role. These moderators seem to
be okay with letting a serial groomer hang around a bunch of children.



Vile Behavior
● Ryan’s friend group mostly consists of freshly turned 18 year olds. Not criminal, but worth

noting that Ryan seemed very eager into getting access into this freshly turned 18’s AD
account, asking them if they’re going to post stuff. Kind of makes you wonder how these
people 5-6 years younger are being treated in private.



● On October 1, 2022, I reached out to Ryan via e-mail, confronting them yet again for
lying to all of their friends about their actions and downplaying the situation, only to be
met with more downplaying of the situation. They also straight up lied and told me that “I
forced them into hiding.” and claiming harassment. Ryan had already deleted their twitter
account and social media long before I even started confronting them. The lack of
accountability and blatant disregard towards the victims is astonishing. They only care
about their own reputation. They don’t even care about their friends enough to give them
the truth.



Statements from Victims

I reached out to the two victims for any statements regarding their interactions with Ryan, and
this is what they had to say.

Victim #1: “So I just wanted to write something in regards to this document and all. Originally I
considered this to be something that I had fully moved on from, and that perhaps even me and
Dangered/Ryan could just completely disassociate from each other and this issue never brought
up again. However, recently, the allegations against Ryan have come up, and despite indicating
for several years a willingness to have dialogue with me, threw me under the bus and made it
seem like I had overreacted to a sex joke when I was a minor. I hope that with my testimony and
with the evidence from other victims, it is made clear that Ryan is trying to distort the truth in
order to benefit themself. I am not asking for a coordinated harassment campaign against Ryan,
and I ask that nobody do so. Instead, I hope that this document can allow you to see Ryan's true
nature of manipulation and make an informed decision on whether or not you wish to continue
being associated with them, especially if you are underaged and/or close to turning 18.”

Victim #2: “I don't consider what happened to me to be anything nearly as serious as what
happened to everyone else. However, what is motivating me to anonymously come out about
my experience is the fact Ryan is so clearly trying to twist the story and pretend it never
happened so they can sleep at night. I don't know how someone in their right mind can be
between the age of 17-19 and yet it doesn't come across in their mind as creepy to be talking to
minors who have just entered their early teens. People who are that young do not have
anywhere near the same amount of mental development as the brain of a 17-19 year old. Not
only this, but they use the excuse that they were, by law, still a minor as "they were 17" for a
duration of this time. I find this disgusting as it downplays what happened, and I find it so gross
that they're actually getting people to eat this up. I'm not sitting here and being quiet, and if I
have to use what happened to me as a way to help everyone else get their sides out then I will.
People who act like this around minors on the internet are dangerous and I already struggled so
much with how they lead me on when I was younger. I don't want anyone else to ever suffer the
same thing.”



My Final Statement
Ryan has used their popularity status and “uwu” personality as a way to escape all

consequences. They have continued to sweep it under the rug for as long as they've been
confronted with this. The purpose of this document is to spread awareness about the shitty

actions this grown adult has committed that they continue to lie about and hide to their followers
and even their closest friends. Ryan continues to run a Discord server with nearly 1,000

members, more than half of which are minors, some with the special “friends” role. If you are a
minor, then it is highly advised you stay away from this person. Until Ryan faces the heat,
confesses, and takes full accountability for these actions, they will continue to get swept under

the rug, which in return will make the need for awareness spreading to be amplified. All we want
is for Ryan to tell the truth and stop trying to delay the inevitable. You can’t hide from this

forever.

Whether or not you want to continue to support this person is not up to me, but arguing with the
evidence presented here is futile. Be aware of the person you are supporting and either use this

information to assist them with seeking proper help, or continue to turn a blind eye at it and
potentially enable this behavior to happen again.


